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Abstract
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models for continuous
mobile vision are recently being widely deployed on various
mobile applications. While it is desired to run CNN models
on mobile devices to avoid exposure of privacy-sensitive
mobile data, processing complex CNN models on a resource-
constrained mobile device became a bottleneck in assuring
model accuracy and QoE. Several studies were conducted to
accelerate the processing of CNN model on a mobile device,
but the state-of-the-art technology only achieves 600ms to
3500ms latency for processing a single image. To address
this issue, we propose DeltaCNN, which is a system that effi-
ciently reduces the latency of CNN inference by leveraging
the sparsity of the intermediate image frames that hardware-
based encoder and decoder processes. From the experimental
result, DeltaCNN shows the reduced latency as the sparsity
of the matrix grows, while the latency of the DeltaCNN re-
mains higher than the legacy convolution processing. We
expect the latency of the DeltaCNN to outperform the legacy
processing if it is fully implemented on the hardware-based
encoder layer.

1 Introduction
With the rapid development in deep learning and computer
vision, continuous mobile vision is currently serving vari-
ous applications in end-user mobile devices, including fa-
cial recognition[4], street navigation[7], Augmented Reality
(AR)[1, 2], and etc. While traditional continuous mobile vi-
sion tasks were dominated by hand-crafted features with
linear classifier such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), state-
of-the-art algorithms for these tasks mostly leverage Convo-
lutional Neural Networks (CNN) with significantly higher
accuracy. As such CNN model inference requires excessive
computing power, it is usually offloaded on external cloud
servers rather than running on a resource-constrained mo-
bile device. However, transmitting input video stream from
an end-user mobile device to the cloud server for offloading
exhibits serious privacy concerns. Moreover, offloading CNN
inference at the cloud server often degrades the Quality of
Experience (QoE) on user due to unreliable wireless network
conditions at end-user mobile device.
To mitigate this issue, there have been several following

approaches that aims to ease the computational complexity
of CNN inference to run it on resource-constrained mobile
devices. SparseSep [5] reduced runtime internal memory

usage of CNN model layers for processing on the resource-
constrained environment. Euphrates [19] proposed an algorithm-
architecture co-designed system that exploits pixel motion
data generated at Image Signal Processor (ISP) for low-power
CNN inference. DeepMon [11] introduced a new caching
scheme for CNN model inference on continuous mobile vi-
sion, which reduces processing latency of convolutional lay-
ers. As convolutional layer processing takes significant por-
tion of entire CNN processing (> 85%), DeepMon caches the
intermediate processing results from a frame and reuses it
at the similar region of the next frame. DeepCache [18] fur-
ther improved such caching scheme by efficiently searching
similar image blocks between two frames that are not in the
same position of the image.
Despite all these efforts to accelerate the processing of

CNN model for continuous mobile vision, the state-of-the-
art technology [18] achieves 600ms to 3500ms latency for
processing CNN with a single low-resolution image (below
500 pixels per side), which is still long to process a multiple
input frames in real-time. As recent smartphone cameras
are taking high-resolution images up to 4k, such latency
would be more substantial in practice. To mitigate this issue,
this paper focuses on further improving the CNN inference
latency and its computational cost.

To this end, we propose DeltaCNN, which is a system that
accelerates the CNN inference on mobile devices by lever-
aging the hardware-based encoder and decoder on a mobile
device. While the previous works [11, 18] calculates the sim-
ilarity of the contiguous raw frames, DeltaCNN calculates
the similarity of contiguous frames with the video codec
encoder, which outputs a compressed frame that contains
information about the difference between two frames. Our
intuition of using video codec encoder comes from the fact
that the encoding process could be done in negligible latency
with the hardware-based encoder on a mobile device. Such
design of DeltaCNN is expected to greatly reduce the sub-
stantial overhead of similarity calculation of previous works
and enable real-time CNN processing on multiple frames on
a mobile device.

To test the feasibility of our design of DeltaCNN, we imple-
mented the matrix sparsification and sparse matrix multipli-
cation using several APIs (PyTorch and SciPy) and compared
the processing latency of convolutional layers on different
size of the image input. As a result, we found that the la-
tency of DeltaCNN gets reduced as the sparsity of the image
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Figure 1. A sequence of video frames, consisting of two
keyframes (I), one forward-predicted frame (P) and one bi-
directionally predicted frame (B).

grows. The processing latency of DeltaCNN is higher than
the legacy processing method in the evaluation, but we be-
lieve that the latency of DeltaCNN would be greatly reduced
when it is implemented on a hardware encoder layer, directly
leveraging the P-frame for CNN processing.

2 Background
2.1 Video compression
There are two approaches to achieve video compression,
which are intra-frame and inter-frame compression. Intra-
frame compression uses the current video frame for compres-
sion, which is fundamentally same as image compression.
Inter-frame compression uses one or more preceding and/or
succeeding frames to compress the contents of the current
frame. Among them, H.264, which is inter-frame compres-
sion, is the most commonly used format, used by 91% of
video industry developers as of September 2019[6].

Inter-frame compression consists of I-frame (Intra-coded
picture), P-frame (Predicted picture), and B-frame (Bidirec-
tional predicted picture). The I-frame contains complete in-
formation of an image, like a JPEG or BMP. It can be decoded
as a whole frame without any dependencies. The P-frame
holds only the changes in the frame from the previous one.
Since it only encodes the changes, size of the video can be
reduced significantly. The B-frame saves even more space by
encodes differences between the current frame and both the
preceding and following frames to save the current frame.
Fig 1 shows how inter-frame compression works.

2.2 Related work
To enable NN inferencing on resource-constrained mobile
environment, many techniques are proposed including cloud
offloading and convolutional layer caching.

Cloud offloading Rather than processing NN models di-
rectly on mobile device, it is common to conduct inference
using cloud services[14]. However, this approach imposes
serious privacy concern as it can leak sensitive user data
through the network, including images, voices, and textual
contents. To keep the user’s privacy, several approaches are
proposed, such as using the cryptography method[9, 10], and
intel SGX[13]. They achieves a high level of user privacy, but
their performance is not enough to be used in practice, and
they often limit the size of NN model. Moreover, cloud-based
network processing can degrade the Quality of Experience

Figure 2. The media architecture of Android. There are hard-
ware components that accelerate the encoding and decoding
of a video frame.

(QoE) of the user due to unreliable wireless network condi-
tions.

Convolutional layer caching Someworks focused on con-
tinuous vision applications on mobile environment, where
CNNmodels are usually used. They cache the result of convo-
lution computation and exploit redundancy between frames
in continuous video stream. DeepMon[11] divides a frame
into square grids and compares corresponding blocks be-
tween current frame and previous frame using the histogram
of colour distribution. If there are reusable regions (cache
hit), it fetches previous convolution computation results for
those regions from the cache. DeepCache[18] also caches
the calculation result of previous frame and compares it to
current frame. Nevertheless, unlike DeepMon, it uses dia-
mond search[16] that enables comparison between grids in
different location, thus tolerates the scene variation.

3 System Overview
The goal of the DeltaCNN is to reduce the computational
complexity and processing latency of CNN inference at gen-
eral continuous mobile vision tasks. Prior to the DeltaCNN,
other approaches [11, 18] calculated the similarity between
contiguous raw frames of video, which results in substantial
overhead in computation. DeltaCNN aims to minimize this
overhead by encoding the input video frame with a video
codec, which outputs a compressed version of video frame
that describes the difference between the contiguous frames.
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Figure 3. System overview of DeltaCNN.

The main benefit of encoding the input video frame comes
from the existence of hardware-level encoder and decoder at
the mobile devices, which performs encoding and decoding
of video with negligible overhead. As an example, Figure
2 shows the media architecture of Android which includes
the hardware components for encoding and decoding. Thus,
DeltaCNN requires continuous mobile vision task to encode
its input video frames with certain video codec. In this paper,
we focus on demonstration of DeltaCNN with H.262 (MPEG-
2) codec [3] and further discuss how it could be extended at
other types of video codecs.
Figure 3 shows the overall functional architecture of our

system, DeltaCNN. Each H.262 encoded frames of the input
stream are processed through CNN model, which includes
multiple convolutional layers with max-pooling and fully-
connected layers. As the stream of encoded frames consists
of multiple set of one I-frame followed by multiple P-frames,
DeltaCNN processes the CNNmodel with 2-stage processing
on each set: (1) initial I-frame calculation and (2) fast P-frame
(delta) calculation.

Initial I-frame calculation When a I-frame comes as a
new frame to be processed, DeltaCNN decodes the frame
with hardware-based decoder. Then, DeltaCNN processes
the decoded I-frame through convolutional layers and pool-
ing layers, then cache the intermediate result afterwards.
Next, the intermediate result gets processed through fully-
connected layers and DeltaCNN outputs result for the I-
frame.

Fast P-frame (delta) calculation After the I-frame being
processed, a P-frame comes as a new frame to be processed.
This process holds same for multiple P-frame that appears
after a I-frame. The DeltaCNN decodes a P-frame then pro-
cesses the decoded frame through convolutional layers and
pooling layers. Since the P-frame only contains the motion
vector and the residual difference between the frames, the
decoded P-frame is sparse, containing much less information
compared to decoded I-frame. Processing a sparse matrix
through convolutional layers and pooling layers could be
done much faster compared to the same calculation with
decoded I-frame. After the processing, DeltaCNN adds the
intermediate result with the cached intermediate result from
the initial I-frame calculation. Then, DeltaCNN processes
the added value through fully-connected layers and outputs
result for the P-frame. The design rationale behind this pro-
cessing design is explained in detail in Section 4.

4 DeltaCNN Design Rationale
4.1 Interpreting the P-frame
When the P-frame is encoded, the current frame is divided
into 16 pixel × 16 pixel macroblocks and compared with the
previous frame (reference frame). When there are matched
blocks between two frames, the encoder calculates the offset
between two blocks and encodes it as an "motion vector".
Motion vector is calculated at the granularity of half-pixel,
and frequently zero due to redundancy of video stream. It
also encodes residual to compensate the error of matching.
If there is no suitable match, for example, when the new
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object shows up in the scene, macroblocks for that region
are treated like an I-frame block.

In result, we can get a motion vector, which is frequently
zero, and a residual from the P-frame. With cached previous
frame, we can get a difference between two frames.

4.2 Addition of CNN
Sine the convolution is a linear operator, it has a distributive
property. Thus, following equation holds for convolution,
where x(n) is a weight of convolutional layer, and h1(n) and
h2(n) are input.

x(n) ∗ {h1(n) + h2(n)} = x(n) ∗ h1(n) + x(n) ∗ h2(n)

This means if we have the convolution result of previous
frame, we can compute the convolution of current frame
only by apply convolution to delta like the equation below.

Imдcur = Imдprev + ∆
x(n) ∗ {Imдcur } = x(n) ∗ Imдprev + x(n) ∗ ∆

However, there are layers in CNN that is not a linear oper-
ator like max-pooling and activation. If the delta passes those
layers and just added to the calculation result of previous
calculation, it would produce wrong results. We will explore
and report the effect of those errors on the accuracy of NN
models on evaluation section.

4.3 Sparse Matrix Multiplication
As shown in Fig 4, convolution operation with multiple chan-
nels and multiple filters is represented as matrix-matrix mul-
tiplication. As delta is a sparse matrix due to the redundancy
of the video stream, we can compute the matrix-matrix mul-
tiplication much faster.

5 Implementation & Evaluation
In this section, we discuss the implementation and evaluation
of our system in several platforms including Pytorch and
SciPy. Here, we do not directly use the P-frame from the
hardware encoder, rather subtract RGB value of one frame
from that of the previous frame to imitate the P-frame input
and show the feasibility of our design.

5.1 PyTorch implementation
Our system needs the convolutional layer to allow sparse
matrix representation. However, as there is no deep learn-
ing framework that allows this behavior, we make our own
convolutional layer on PyTorch. We mimic the behavior
of original implementation of the convolutional layer that
changes the convolutional calculation into onematrix-matrix
multiplication[8], as shown in Fig 4.
Fig 5 shows the structure of implemented convolution

layer. It saves last input to calculate the difference between
current input and last input, and changes calculated differ-
ence into sparse matrix representation such as COO or CSR
format. Using the sparse matrix, it calculates the convolution
by matrix multiplication using torch.sparse module, adds

the result with saved last output, and finally produces out-
put. In this design, there is no accuracy drop even there are
non-linear activations between convolutional layers since
it caches the last input and output for each convolutional
layer. However, there exists additional overhead as every
convolutional layer have to change the representation of the
matrix.

We evaluate our implementation with UCF101 dataset[17]
which contains 13,421 short videos including 101 types of
human activities. We randomly select 10 types of activities
and evaluate DeltaCNN over them.We use AlexNet[12] CNN
model to verify DeltaCNN. AlexNet is pre-trained on ILSVRC
2012 dataset[15], and transferred learned on UCF101 dataset.
We modified the last fully-connected layer of the model to
classify activity shown on video frame, and all convolution
layers to our own layer in Fig 5. Using the transfer learned
model, we feed the video frames of the validation dataset
sequentially to the RTX TITAN GPU, mimicking the contin-
uous vision application in real world.
Fig 7 shows the evaluation result of DeltaCNN in terms

of average processing latency and accuracy. dense calcu-
lates the original convolution operation without changing
to sparse matrix representation, sparse means convolution
with sparse matrix representation, and sparse_heuristic
applies heuristic to make the input more sparse, which zeros
out the input values below the mean of each channel. As ex-
pected, there is no accuracy drop using the sparse, the accu-
racy of it is same with dense. sparse_heuristic drops the
accuracy significantly about 50% since it changes the input
value and error accumulates more and more by caching the
previous input and output. However, the processing latency
of dense is faster than the sparse and sparse_heuristic.
When the heuristic is applied, it improves the processing
latency than the sparse, but it is still slower than the dense.

We suspected that the PyTorch framework is not efficient
at sparse matrix processing, because it is currently in ex-
perimental stage and not stabilized. The processing time is
slower than the dense even if we input the zero tensor to
the all the convolutional layers.

5.2 SciPy implementation
We test our implementation with SciPy, using stabilized
sparse matrix multiplication API on CPU. We use the same
CNN model and own convolutional layer implementation
using PyTorch in section 5.1. However, when the convolu-
tional layer calculates the matrix multiplication, we copy
the matrices into CPU cache and calculates the result using
SciPy and copy back the result into GPU.

Here, we evaluate with first 1,000 frames of the validation
dataset to show the general trend. Fig 6 shows the aver-
age processing latency of each convolution layer on CPU.
mm_dense means matrix multiplication without changing
to sparse matrix, to_sparse means changing from dense
matrix representation to sparse matrix representation, and
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Figure 4. Convolution operation with multiple channels and multiple filters

Figure 5.Convolution layer structure of our implementation

mm_sparsemeans matrix multiplication in sparse matrix rep-
resentation. Thus, the latency for DeltaCNN is to_sparse
+ mm_sparse, and the latency for normal convolution is
mm_dense.
We can observe that the latency for mm_dense is much

shorter than the mm_sparse which even does not account
sparsification overhead, which is identical result with GPU
evaluation (section 5.1). However, the video size of UCF101
dataset is 320 × 240, which is too small to get the benefit
from sparse matrix multiplication.

5.3 Efficiency of sparse matrix multiplication
To test the efficiency of sparse matrix multiplication in ex-
treme environment, we feed the randomly-generated 4K
resolution image (3840 × 2160) to the one layer of our con-
volutional layer with 64 3 × 11 × 11 kernel with different

Figure 6. Processing latency of each convolution layer on
CPU

Figure 7. Accuracy and processing latency of pytorch im-
plementation
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Figure 8. Processing latency of mm and sparsification of
matrices with different sparsity

sparsity. We report the average latency with 20 trials for
each setting, executing on RTX TITAN GPU.
Fig 8 shows the result in terms of sparsification latency

andmatrix multiplication latency. densemeansmatrix multi-
plication without sparse matrix representation, so it does not
have sparsification overhead. When the sparsity increases,
the sparsification latency and matrix multiplication latency
drops. However, sparse matrix multiplication is much slower
than dense even with 99% sparse matrix.
To get the benefit of sparse matrix multiplication, the in-

put matrix should be much larger so that the number of
required computation is much smaller than dense multiplica-
tion. Unfortunately, the input matrix for continuous vision
multiplication is not large enough to get the advantage from
sparsification, even with 4K resolution.

6 Discussion
In the previous section, we have evaluated the latency of
DeltaCNN in various configurations varying the matrix mul-
tiplication API and the input image size. Our experimental
results show that the processing latency of DeltaCNN which
includes to_sparse (matrix sparsification) and mm_sparse
(sparse matrix multiplication) is much greater than the pro-
cessing latency of the legacy dense matrix multiplication
in the convolution layer. However, we believe that the eval-
uation results do not mean that DeltaCNN is not effective
in reducing the CNN inference latency, since we used im-
plemented third-party APIs for the evaluation and have not
fully investigated on how each functionality is implemented.
We suspect that the latency of dense matrix multiplication
is so small due to various optimization techniques applied
over a long period of frequent usage, while the latency of

sparse matrix API is relatively big since it is a newly pub-
lished experimental feature and its implementation is not
fully optimized.
Moreover, when DeltaCNN could be directly applied on

the layer of hardware encoder where I, P, B frames are gener-
ated, DeltaCNN would have more chance of being beneficial
over the legacy convolution process in terms of process-
ing latency. Since matrix sparsification is done on hardware
encoder on both DeltaCNN and legacy process, additional
overhead from the matrix sparsification becomes zero unlike
the experimental results in Section 5. However, input image
size and the average sparsity among images that is required
to have less latency with DeltaCNN is still unveiled, as the
sparse matrix multiplication still takes unnelgigible amount
of overhead. We leave the implementation of DeltaCNN on
the hardware encoder layer and the latency evaluation on
different input size and sparsity as a future work of this
research.

7 Conclusion
The convolutional neural network (CNN) models for continu-
ous mobile vision have recently been widely implemented in
various mobile applications. While it is desired to run CNN
models onmobile devices to avoid exposing privacy-sensitive
mobile data, the processing of complex CNN models on a
mobile device with limited resources became a bottleneck to
ensure the accuracy of the model and QoE. Several studies
were conducted to speed up the processing of the CNNmodel
on a mobile device, but cutting-edge technology only reaches
a latency of 600ms to 3500ms to process a single image. To
address this problem, we propose DeltaCNN, which is a sys-
tem that efficiently reduces the latency of CNN inference
by taking advantage of the sparsity of intermediate image
frames that is processed at hardware-based encoders and
decoders. From the experimental result, DeltaCNN shows
reduced latency as the matrix sparsity increases, while the
latency of DeltaCNN remains higher than the legacy convo-
lutional layer processing. We expect DeltaCNN latency to be
less than the legacy processing when it is fully implemented
in the hardware-based encoder layer.
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